Further ways in which learning can
take place at home
Learn your full
name, home
address and
birthday.

Talk about the
weather each
day.

Look at atlases,
globes, maps and
Google Earth.

Go for lots of walks in
your local
environment and talk
about the things you
see.

Can you name any
famous Britons living
or dead and what
they are/were
famous for?

Practise saying the days
of the week and months
of the year in
order.

Autumn Term 1

PLEASE! PLEASE!
HELP US BY ...
Making sure your child has an indoor and
outdoor PE kit in school at all times. These
MUST be named and in a pump bag.

PE
Gymnastics/Games
Creative Carousel
Art -Paint

Wednesday—Indoor P.E
Thursday—Outdoor PE

MATHS
We will be ...

Sorting objects

Counting objects

Representing objects

Counting, reading and
writing numbers to ten
forwards and backwards
We will be learning…

Number doubles

Bonds– working up to 10

Place value of numbers
Please help your child by using
maths at home eg counting
knives, forks and spoons at
meal times. Shopping etc

During this term we will be exploring
our school and following directions
around the building.
We shall be finding out about Wrose
and the local environment. We shall
then be finding out about the
countries that make up the United
Kingdom.

This half term we will try to answer the following
questions in our main topic…

Why can’t a meerkat
live in Wrose?

The topic will begin with finding out about our
local area and the United Kingdom before
deciding if it is the correct habitat for a meerkat!

How would Sunny find our classroom?
What would Sunny see in Wrose?
What would we tell Sunny we
like/dislike in Wrose?
What job would Sunny do in Wrose?
Can Sunny tell the difference between
human and physical features?
Reminder
Please remember homework books
every Wednesday and library books
every Tuesday for 1PN and Wednesday for 1JB

English

We will write sentences adding
finger spaces and full stops.
We will learn to include
adjectives to make our writing
more exciting. Using the story
book Meerkat Mail for ideas,
we will be creating our own
stories.
We will start our weekly spellings
to learn. Your child will read to
an adult at least twice a week
in Guided Reading.
Please listen to your child read
at home as often as possible
and comment in their reading
record book.
Computing
We will be learning how to log on to
the computer network and explore the
keyboard.

